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 June 2019 Editorial 

Hello, It is my turn to write an editorial. When thinking 
about this I thought the obvious thing to address would 
be the details of the current membership. As I write we 
have 126 members. Some of you may know we did reach 

145  at the end of 2018.  Times change so quickly.  We lost 4 members 
as you know from emails sent out by the Chairman, and we had other 
members who did not renew their membership for 2019. We have not 
heard why but  unfortunately that is par for the course in   Associations 
like ours. I have seen this in a couple of other US based organizations I 
am in.  It is not something we like to happen, but it does and  perhaps it 
will motivate us all to keep the recruitment effort up.  
 
On a positive note we have seen 2 new members in the past month and 
considering we have not been actively recruiting that is positive news. 
We welcome David Evans from Jerwood Philatelics from Birmingham, 
UK who has an impressive, large and specialised range of Great Britain 
stamp booklets, and Michael Ball from Worldwide Stamps of              
Arizona, USA who is the 2nd largest stamp show dealer in the USA.     
Welcome to you both. 
 
Another topic dear to many of us is the ability to have the IPDA logo 
associated with our eBay Listings. I found my own way around this by 
having the IPDA logo as my shop brand logo. It shows I am a  member of 
the IPDA.  
 
Another clever and more technical way was created by one of our   
members, Kirsty Kitchingham from Cornwall in the UK.   The best way to 
explain this is to suggest looking at one of her listings on eBay.  Try this 
one for example   or visit her eBay store and select an item for sale and 
scroll down when the page has loaded and you will see the IPDA logo is 
part of the shop  / personal details. It is just a question of adding the 
IPDA  image to the html that creates that page.  And  while I see your 
store Kirsty  well done on  nearly 15,000 positive feedbacks.  Excellent 
to see that from an IPDA Member. 
 
Ok that’s  it from me. Have a great month and please try to promote the 
IPDA,  get us new member applications and of course keep me busy  
 Tony Tripi,  Treasurer and Membership Secretary. 
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Stamp of the Month  

You gotta have a sense 

of humour, haven’t you 

 

Listed on a stamp portal near you. I have 
slightly cropped it to fit and brightened 
the original image  so you can see it.   
You will miss this incredible opportunity 
I know;  I am sorry about that.   Auction 
closes before you receive this Newsletter 
 “Muscat 1956 Green 1 1/2d, Queen        
Victoria Opening bid asked is $100,  Buy it 
now  $200.”  
      

Oh yes, USA Dollars of course;  or maybe it 
is Liberian Dollars! 
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http://www.ipdastamps.com/
http://www.jerwoodphilatelics.co.uk/
http://www.worldwidestamps.com/
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/TALLENTS-GB-ROYAL-MAIL-FDC-FIRST-DAY-COVER-2016-ROYAL-MAIL-500-PRESTIGE-PANE/152790117283?hash=item2393002ba3
https://www.ebay.co.uk/str/Precious-Possessions-GB?_trksid=p2047675.l2563
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New Issues  
 

New Zealand Post honored the country’s space pioneers on stamps that are “dusted with a 
sprinkling of crushed meteorite, to make them truly out of this world!” The five stamps 
were issued on May 1.   Also, the 50th anniversary of the first manned moon landing will be 
among the U.S. space achievements recognized on a souvenir sheet issued at the same 
time. This sheet was printed with what New Zealand Post calls a mesmerizing lenticular 3D 
effect. 
 
The five New Zealand Space Pioneers stamps are se-tenant in a vertical strip to form a    
composite design of a rocket about to lift off.  The nose cone of the rocket is shown on the 
top stamp, a $1.20 domestic-rate stamp honoring Beatrice Hill Tinsley (1941-81). In its 
“Overlooked” series of obituaries, The New York Times called her the “world’s leading     
expert on the aging and evolution of galaxies.” 
 
Born in England, Tinsley immigrated with her family to New Zealand after World War II. In 
1963, she moved with her husband, physicist Brian Tinsley, to Dallas, Texas. She became the 
first female professor of astronomy at Yale University in 1978. A photographic portrait of 
Tinsley is shown on the rocket fragment. Her name is inscribed above the portrait and the 
one-word description “cosmologist” below. 
 
According to New Zealand Post, the meteor dust is affixed around the portrait. The dust 
appears as gray dots in the publicity image of the se-tenant stamps. 
 
The next stamp, another $1.20 denomination, commemorates Alan Gilmore and Pamela 
Kilmartin as the discoverers of 41 minor planets. A minor planet this husband and wife team 
discovered in 1981 is named after Tinsley. 
 
The $2.40 stamp in the middle of the strip of five honors Charles Gifford (1861-1948) as 
“New Zealand’s most outstanding astronomer in the first half of the 20th century.” New 
Zealand Post also said, “Using mathematics, he showed that the Moon’s craters were made 
by meteorite impact.”   
 
Pictured on the $3 stamp is Albert Jones (1920-2013) with the description “visual astrono-
mer.”  An amateur astronomer, Jones built his own telescope in 1948, eventually looking at 
more than 500,000 stars. Among his discoveries or co-discoveries were two comets and a 
supernova. He was awarded the Order of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth II for his 
services to astronomy.      
         ……… cont’d 
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          New Issues  …….cont’d  
 
The final stamp, a $3.60 denomination, shows the bottom of the rocket surrounded by flames at liftoff and honors 
rocket scientist William Pickering (1910-2004).  Born in Wellington, New Zealand, Pickering immigrated to the United 
States in 1929, becoming a citizen in 1941. He served as director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., 
from 1954-76.  “Dr. Pickering was one of the titans of our nation’s space program, Charles Elachi, director of the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory from 2001-16, said in the announcement of Pickering’s death. “It was his leadership that took 
America into space and opened up the moon and planets to the world.” 

 
The 3D lenticular souvenir sheet includes four $4 
stamps in two vertical se-tenant pairs. 
 
The two bottom stamps are related to the moon     
landing. The stamp on the left depicts the first moon 
walk on July 20, 1969. Like one of the two forever 
stamps to be issued July 19 by the U.S. Postal Service, 
the design is based on a photograph of astronaut Buzz 
Aldrin taken by Neil Armstong. 
 

New Zealand Post describes the stamp in the lower right as showing “the lightweight craft Apollo Lunar Module, used 
to transport astronauts to the Moon’s surface.”  The U.S. space shuttle program is commemorated on the stamp in 
the upper right; and Voyager 1, the first spacecraft to reach interstellar space, is featured on the stamp in the upper 
left. 
 
New Zealand Post describes the selvage of the sheet as showing “the Solar System, a comet, nebula and the galaxy 
with exoplanets, and New Zealand’s history-making Electron rocket by Rocket Lab.”  
 
Sam Taylor designed the souvenir sheet. Cartor Security Printers printed it by offset lithography with an added lentic-
ular 3D effect. Southern Colour Print of Dunedin, New Zealand, printed the five New Zealand Pioneers of Space 
stamps in sheets of 25. According to New Zealand Post, they were printed by lithography with “four process colours 
plus ground meteor dust applied to overgloss.” Hannah Fortune of New Zealand Post designed the stamps. 
 
New Zealand Post isn’t the first postal administration to use meteor dust on a stamp. In 2006, Austria issued a souve-
nir sheet with a single €3.75 stamp with embedded meteorite particles (Scott 2042).   Norway also included meteorite 
dust on the two Europa stamps in its 2009 souvenir sheet commemorating the International Year of Astronomy (Scott 
1585a). 
 
Sourced from Linns, News, World Stamps, authored by  Denise McCarty. Previously published April 12th 2019 Full 
acknowledgements and credit to McCarthy and Linns.  Images courtesy of New Zealand Post. 
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           Mongolia  
 

We received some excellent feedback to the last Newsletter.  One comment was we (me mostly I will admit) write 
more on “British Empire and related stamps”  than on some of the other countries that also issue beautiful stamps.  So 
here is a piece on Mongolia.  Partly because I read what I have used as the introduction and thought it would make a 
good piece and partly because their stamp issuing policy seems to have changed quite noticeably over the years and 
also because as the letter to the editor said, they are one of many countries that issue some quite lovely stamps. 
 
The piece I read was from Linns and was titled ‘The Mongolian stamps that are gaining popularity”. It was a few years 
ago but I think still valid. 
 
Mongolia lies in Central Asia between China and Russia. \The landlocked country is extremely arid, hot in the summer 
and very cold in the winter, with the result that most of its area is either desert, mountain or steppe.  The 18th largest 
country by land area, with a population of just 3 million, (2017 number) it is the most sparsely populated independent 
country in the world. About 30 percent of the population is nomadic with another 45 percent living in the capital city, 
Ulan Bator. 
 
Mongolia was dominated sporadically by China until the Russian Bolsheviks established it as a buffer state against   
China in the 1920s. Communist domination ended in 1990 when the Soviet Union collapsed. 
 
Mongolia issued its first stamps in 1924. With virtually no immigration from Mongolia to the United States and little 
cross-cultural contact between the two nations, there are not many American collectors who specialize in Mongolia. 
Most interest in Mongolian stamps has been from topical collectors because the country has been a prolific issuer of 
topical stamps both during and after the Communist period. 

 
However, there is growing interest in stamps issued from 1924 up through the 
late 1950s, especially among collectors of Russia and China. A good set to look 
for is the set of eight issued in 1943 (Scott 75-82). The stamps feature        
Mongolian people and scenes.  At the time of writing back in 2017 the authors 
said, the 2017 Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue values the set in     
unused hinged condition at $297. This is not an easy set to find, and you might 
have to buy the stamps one at a time. All are worth full Scott catalog value 
and perhaps a bit more for those in a strict grade of very fine.   
 
With that as an introduction, courtesy and with full acknowledgment to Linns 
World Stamp News from January 2017 and the authors Henry Gitner and Rick 
Miller, on the following page is some more on Mongolia. 
 
       ………………  cont’d 
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SG62, Sc# 78 from the 1943 Mongolian 

People and Scenes issue. 



 
Mongolia…….. cont’d  

  
It seems that since about the beginning of 1980 the issues have been directed towards the thematic market, from 
what I have read and can deduce from looking at the SG World catalogue.   From my limited review I would say you 
have to go back pre 1960 to find philatelic material of postal interest or value.   Having said that it seems that in more 
recent years, lets say since the early 2000s the number of issues has dropped off considerably as has the number of 
stamps. There are still about 5 to 10 Miniature sheets a year although even these seem to be on the decline as well. 
  
In 1966, as best I can tell. Mongolia issued 12 sets, excluding miniature sheets,  with 57 stamps.  This compares,  for 
example, with the USA with 16 stamps I think it was, excluding the Prominent Americans issue and Miniature sheets, 
and Great Britain with 30 stamps which was an abnormally high number for GB back then as they were issuing around 
the same  number as the USA  during the 1960s.  
 
By the 1980s Mongolia had really started issuing in larger numbers. In 1981 for example they had 18 issues with 
around 90 stamps.   By comparison the USA issued around 72 stamps,  their issuing policy was also on the increase 
although it did include 3 longer sets of Wildlife, Transport and Space.   Great Britain  however still hadn’t caught the 
bug it seems, as they only issued 32 stamps that year. Based on todays standards that was very conservative. 

 
By the early 1990s in Mongolia it was “lets issue a stamp every few days” 
where there were 130 new issues in 1991, excluding miniature sheets. Not 
bad for a population then around 2.2 million. Meanwhile the USA          
maintained some degree of sobriety with only 74 new issues, or            
thereabouts, while Great Britain still hadn’t caught on and only issued 56 
stamps from 10 issues. 
 
Mongolia has issued some lovely stamps  including the  1985 Plants issue, 
the Woodpecker issue of 1987, the 1989 Ballet issue and the 1989 Paintings 
issue. But by 1991 one might become cynical if you see the Flintstones    
issue.  So many thematic issues.  But highly collectible I suspect.  Looking at 
Hipstamp one can find 7600 listings for Mongolia, although pre 1960 there 
are only 427 listings at the time of researching this. 
 
To conclude, can we get any real takeaways from this? Anything meaning-
ful?   Perhaps not. Some lovely issues, and lots of issues and it seems, just 
maybe a slowing down in the number of issues from Mongolia. Does this tell 
us something?  Will other Postal Administrations slow down the issue of 
wallpaper / thematic issues?   All thoughts welcomed.  And, yes I am        
deliberately being  provocative to get your  comments  and offer your      
experience and knowledge which I am 100% sure is much greater than 
mine.   And here is a useful  link for Mongolia Stamps 
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Working full time, listing part time  
       
In these two pieces member Lee Coen from Arizona remind us how important it is to always pay 
attention to the detail when listing material for sale and when looking at material you have            
purchased.  
 

I think Christmas came early for one of my buyers. As I often do, I try to 
list a few stamps every day after my 10 hour shift at the power plant I 
work at. Putting this order together today has caused me to bang my 
head against my desk. The item for sale was a nice little stamp that 
somehow I listed for $7.00usd. The stamp is Scott# 446, Persia, 1909 
year with an overprint and has a catalogue, 2018 Scott, value of 
$40.00usd. I printed out the invoice and found the stamp in my red 
box. As a quality seller, I removed the stamp from the 102 card to in-
spect the quality of the stamp. On the reverse was M. Sadri’s, Iran expert’s stamp.  
This type of  certification is industry known. (www.persi.com) 
 
As a specialist of Persian stamps, I have sent in many stamps for this type of certification. The minimum cost for this 
certification $10.00usd not counting postage. I signed the invoice and applied a stamp to the envelope. I stand behind 
my listings and my stamps. Maybe it was the many hours I worked over the last three months or a miss type when 
pricing this stamp for sale but I will not cancel a sale due to my mistake. Anytime you can buy a certified stamp from 
Persia for 15% of catalogue is a very good day. I hope the buyer is smiling, I would be. 
 
                                      I almost missed this one 
In the last APS circuit I received, I purchased a few covers/
envelopes. 
 
After a week in the binder on the shelf, work has been crazy 
lately, I pulled it out and was pleasantly surprised.  
 
As seen we have Scott# 124, used on envelope from 1898 
that has a catalogue value of about $3.00 for the stamp only.  
 
What I missed when I purchased the cover for $10.00 was the 
handstamp under the postmark. I was merely interested in a 
stamp on cover to re-sell.   
 
Looking closely you can just make out the (c) handstamp in violet. I had to break 
out the lighted magnifying glass to make sure what I was seeing. 
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I almost missed this one  …….cont’d 

   
Checking my reference Persphilla catalogue from M. Sadri made me smile.   See below from page 58    

As seen above, we have a type III Control handstamp from 1898 on cover. Noticing, the genuine handstamps are in 
reddish violet ink, has to make any stamp/cover collector/seller smile. It has a catalogue value of $25.00++. Add in the 
ability to find one on cover, seeing the handstamp and knowing about the handstamp is what we collectors/sellers 
live for. That thrill of the hunt, that ‘ah ha moment’. Having a used example of any stamp from 1898 on cover can only 
provide much needed information about a certain issue/year of stamp. Not being able to read Farsi, even though I 
lived in Iran in 1978-1979, and being able to have a stamp to compare to only saves me money and time in the stamp 
world. As collectors/sellers we hear too often, well I hear it way more than most as a seller of Persian stamps, ‘to 
many fakes with Iran/Persian stamps. Why bother?’ Here is why we bother! 
 
I closing, I am back to 40 hours a week and weekends off, looks like I might just have some time to look a little closer 
at the stamps I am buying for resale. I would hate to give any more stamps away like I wrote about earlier. 
 
Lee Coen, Member 251. 
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Pretty Stickers or not! 
 

Three things we can be sure of 1) the sun will rise in the east, 2) it will set in the west, and all for very logical reasons I 
might add and 3)  there will never be a shortage of new issues, and not necessarily forlogical reasons perhaps.  
 
A quick flick through the pages of any stamp magazine and we see all the new issues, 100s of them. I was thinking how 
excellent so many of the designs and subjects covered were, when I remembered seeing some that perhaps didn’t fall 
into that category. Then I thought maybe a light hearted piece, tongue in cheek piece maybe, that you will read as       
entertaining.  So here it is. You can always send a rebuttal or example of new issues, perhaps beautiful issues, or not so 
beautiful issues, you have recently seen. 
 

Take the American Philatelist, I remember seeing some new issues in that recently. Looking at some, one wonders 
what the designers were on when they created the artwork, then one thinks about those people who approved the 
designs.  But as we all know, beauty is in the eye of the beholder and I am suspecting there is a subtle, or maybe not 

so subtle, let’s say subliminal message in many stamp designs these 
days anyway. 
 

The new USA Coral Reef stamps.  
They are for children right!   Just wall-
paper stickers surely. I would be    
embarrassed to put one of them on a 
letter let alone be seen buying them 
as a collector. 
 

Canada is pretty cool as well these days, with five “delicious traditional deserts” on the 
new stamps called Sweet Canada; issued back in April.   You have to be kidding me right! 
Surely these are not for the philatelic market?  Are Canada Post trying to get collectors to stop buying stamps?  One 
would think so. 

 
Same goes for the UK where Royal Mail have issued a set of 10 stamps (every thing is in 
tens over there now, irrespective of the need to have ten new issues every month)    
showing Marvel Comic heroes.  Actually the publicity material I read says, Bam! Pow! 
Whoosh! Royal Mail pays homage to Marvel Comic Books. Ok cool, perhaps children will 
like them but a) they, the kids,  surely do not have the cash in hand to pay what these 
cost, b) they definitely don’t have the cash from their pocket money if they bought the 
recent Game of Thrones and Harry Potter stamps, c) their parents definitely cannot afford 
them with Brexit looming, and d) what old dude stamps collectors are going to admit  
buying these stickers for their collections.  Ok don’t admit to that.   

                                    …….……    cont’d 
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Pretty Stickers or not!    ………………….  cont’d 

       
Royal Mail, along with so many Post Offices must surely be looking to eliminate new issues by getting people to stop 
buying them – that way they can just use printed machine labels and be done with stamps! And anyway, even if they 
are purchased they get purchased quietly I suspect through mail order and put in albums and nev-
er used.  Have you tried finding used copies of modern issues? 

 
Let’s try some other new issues 
just for the fun of it. Australia has a 
talent for stating the ridiculous 
doesn’t it.  Just love this one.  Of 
course is does help if you know 
that Welcome Stranger was        
actually the name given to the gold 

nugget these chaps  discovered back in 1869.  But still a pretty tacky stamp design, no!, you think it is ok.  OK! 
 
I have an affinity to Australia as some of you may know so I have added the two extra stamps, because these fall into 
the sublime and ridiculous categories, in my view of course! 

 
Estonia goes far worse in my book even though the image depicts a very famous and 
much loved caricaturist. Perhaps it could have been more tastefully done to          
recognize this very popular, talented and respected man, Vello Agori whose           
pseudonym was Gori.  
 
Just one more.  One of my all time favourite countries to live in, to work in and to 
visit for holidays. Wonderful country, beautiful people and beauty all around         
including the stamps they have issued over as long as I can recall, or mostly.  

 
I saw this issue when there a few years back and thought how unlike them to resort to such 
a design. Another pretty sticker for children style perhaps? Nothing wrong with that of 
course if it gets children into the hobby and I am all for that. Anyway, fortunately it seems 
Malaysia Post have not continued this “pretty sticker” theme in recent years, and it looks 
like they will not be doing it again in 2019 from what I see they have in their 2019 stamp 
issuing program.   
 
If we want to collect and talk about lovely designs and interesting stamps I think Malaysia 

issues some of the most lovely stamps any country issues, at least those few I am aware of.  Perhaps I will do a piece 

just on Malaysia stamps for the next issue. What do you think?   
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 Dealer Profile - Steve Fletcher - Stamp Mall 

 
I first met Steve in Melbourne at the 2013 Stamp Exhibition, if my memory is correct.   Lovely man and extremely  
interesting to talk to I recall.   We talked stamps a lots of course but in particular his web site and online shop, the 
Stamp Mall which he started building in 2004.  I think back in 2013 he may have had around 10,000 listings and now 
some 6 years later he is now at 67,000 listings. When you add sales  (a confidential number of course) you will        
appreciate the work  Steve has put into his site and his business. 

As you can see he has a very  comprehensive stock list.  One thing I have 
read many times is this:  if you want to succeed you must have a large 
stock base.  Without that a potential customer will not visit your site, well, 
I should say will not visit it a second time, because they will soon realise 
they do not have much chance of finding what they want. 
 
Steve’s menu across the top of his home page  covers  the main areas he 
stocks but it is his search feature that really pays dividends to the visitor. 
As a potential customer I see he has Flight Covers listed.  That is  what I 
collect so right away I am attracted to  his site.  In the search field  - top 
right white box - I type BOAC and I get a response extremely quickly, 
showing an image of the actual 7 covers he has that relate to BOAC.  
 
The other thing I think worth showing  from Steve’s Stamp Mall is the side 
bar menu. There are two main points. First, the detail by country region is 
very useful to a visitor to the site, and second, the advanced search field is 
pretty cool.   Many of us use a stamp portal like Hipstamp or have an     
auction site store.  If you are working with your own website these         
features are essential, in my view.   
 
Steve is not a “big time super large dealer”, he is typical of the majority of 
the dealers we have as members.   You may say he is not small time with a 
stock like that but as I say it is a necessary stock holding that is required to 
be even in the slightest bit competitive in todays internet philatelic world.  
Thanks to Steve for giving his permission to show and talk about his Store. 
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 Advertising  and Promoting the IPDA  

 
We have used a number of design ideas and content to promote the IPDA over the past year. Looking to the next 6 
months and how to position the IPDA for 2020 what should we do to advertise the IPDA?  how should we promote 
the IPDA? and who should we be selling the IPDA brand to?    Ultimately it is up to us as Members; we should want 
this to happen. Right? The Directors put together an advertising plan for 2019 and have prepared some materials, 
many of you will have seen material on the website under the Member Only area, on Twitter, or Facebook perhaps 
and perhaps some of you have seen us advertised in the Philatelic Exporter. 
 
What Next?  Your view and ideas count.   Would anyone like to send in some art work, even rough sketches by hand 
for example, scanned and emailed to us would be helpful. Or you can create some artwork  / content using whatever 
software you have on your PC and send us a file; a .jpg will do. Or whatever, I am sure we can find a way to use it.  
 
Two examples,  the left hand is one we have used before.  How can this be improved?  Redesigned perhaps? new    
colours perhaps?   You  tell us.  The right hand one is  a new idea.  Do you like it? Will it work? What should change?  
Does it give you an idea for something better?  Tell us.  We look forward to hearing from you.  
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The Back Page 

 
I may be slow but I only recently saw these ”stamps”. I am only sharing with a light hearted intent. Nothing political 
intended. These were apparently doing the rounds for April 1st (April Fools) Day this year. Actually quite a nice  /    
clever design don’t you think!  Theresa May is dressed as Florence Nightingale, John Bercow as King Henry V, Jacob 
Rees-Mogg as Horatio Nelson, Boris Johnson as Winston Churchill,  Jean-Claude Juncker as Napoleon Bonaparte and 
Nigel Farage as Richard the Lionheart. The joke was apparently designed by a London based advertising agency called 
Isobel Creative. 

Members Blog 
 
During the month I had a pleasant email exchange with Santiago Pérez one of our members from Spain.  He told me 
about his blog, SANTISTAMPS  It can be found here  A wide ranging menu of topics and collecting interests is 
shown on the opening page, a somewhat eclectic array one might say. Certainly a scope for interesting images.   
Good luck with that Santiago.  
 
I wonder how many other members have a blog to compliment their online store or selling presence? If you have 

something to share with us I welcome an email from you.   Michael at ipdasecretary1@gmail.com 
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